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Background. It is commonly assumed that sexual risk factors for heterosexual HIV transmission in sub-Saharan Africa, such as
multi-partner sex, paid sex and co-infections, become less important as HIV epidemics mature and prevalence increases.
Methods and Findings. We conducted a systematic review of 68 African epidemiological studies from 1986 to 2006 involving
17,000 HIV positive adults and 73,000 controls. We used random-effects methods and stratified results by gender, time,
background HIV prevalence rates and other variables. The number of sex partners, history of paid sex, and infection with
herpes simplex virus (HSV-2) or other sexually-transmitted infections (STIs) each showed significant associations with HIV
infection. Among the general population, the odds ratio (OR) of HIV infection for women reporting 3+ sex partners versus 0–2
was 3.64 (95%CI [2.87–4.62]), with similar risks for men. About 9% of infected women reported ever having been paid for sex,
versus 4% of control women (OR = 2.29, [1.45–3.62]). About 31% of infected men reported ever paying for sex versus 18% of
uninfected men (OR = 1.75, [1.30–2.36]). HSV-2 infection carried the largest risk of HIV infection: OR = 4.62, [2.85–7.47] in
women, and OR = 6.97, [4.68–10.38] in men. These risks changed little over time and stratification by lower and higher HIV
background prevalence showed that risk ratios for most variables were larger in high prevalence settings. Among uninfected
controls, the male-female differences in the number of sex partners and in paid sex were more extreme in the higher HIV
prevalence settings than in the lower prevalence settings. Significance. Multi-partner sex, paid sex, STIs and HSV-2 infection
are as important to HIV transmission in advanced as in early HIV epidemics. Even in high prevalence settings, prevention
among people with high rates of partner change, such as female sex workers and their male clients, is likely to reduce
transmission overall.
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increases. If true, this would also imply that high coverage of
condom programs among FSWs and their clients would not stop
high levels of HIV transmission, and prevention programs would
thus need to focus as well on reducing sexual exposure within
marriage and similar relationships [9].
There are few robust epidemiological studies in Africa that
could help resolve this controversy. In their absence, we conducted
a systematic review of 68 epidemiological studies in order to
quantify individual risks for sexual risk factors, assess if these risks

INTRODUCTION
Sub-Saharan Africa has only 10% of the world’s population, yet it
accounts for about 60% of the estimated 40 million HIV infections
globally [1]. As of December 2006, 37 of 43 sub-Saharan African
countries, and 15 of 18 countries in Eastern and Southern Africa,
were categorized by UNAIDS as having a ‘‘generalized epidemic’’,
defined as an HIV prevalence of more than 1% in the adult
general population (aged 15–59) and more than 5% in adult
vulnerable groups, such as patients of sexually-transmitted
infection (STI) clinics. The key risk factors for heterosexual
transmission (the dominant mode of acquiring HIV in Africa) are
transactional or paid sex, concurrent partners [2–3], co-infection
with viral and bacterial STIs, notably herpes simplex virus type 2
(HSV-2) [4], and lack of male circumcision [5–6]. Mathematical
modeling [7] and several epidemiological studies [2–3] find that
vulnerable groups such as female sex workers (FSW) and their
clients, who have high rates of acquiring and transmitting HIV,
play key roles in the spread of HIV and for maintaining HIV
infection levels in the general population [8].
Conventional wisdom (abetted by the UNAIDS definition of
generalized epidemics) by contrast has argued that multi-partner
sex, paid sex and STIs are important risk factors during the early
stages of the epidemic, when infections are concentrated in highrisk groups, but matter less in advanced epidemics when a much
larger proportion of ‘‘low-risk’’ individuals is infected. If this
wisdom were true, we would expect the risks of HIV from highrisk sexual behavior to diminish over time as HIV prevalence
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have changed over time, and to examine if the strength of these
associations varies by background prevalence of HIV infection.

factory workers, and patients in general hospitals. Sensitivity of
results to stratification criteria was explored by excluding factory
workers and hospital patients, which yielded results similar to those
presented here (data not shown). We reclassified 4 studies
[13,35,45,52] with unusually high levels of risk factors among
their controls from general to high-risk population studies.

METHODS
Literature search
We conducted a computerized search of Embase, Medline, PREMED, and Web of Science with the keywords: ‘HIV’, ‘HIV-1’or
‘delta retrovirus’, ‘horizontal transmission’, ‘risk factor’, ‘sexuallytransmitted infections or disease’, ‘herpes’ or ‘HSV’, and ‘Africa’
(exploded to include countries within Africa). We excluded studies
of male circumcision because there is little doubt about its
protective effect in high prevalence settings [10]. Also, earlier
reviews have shown that the magnitude of risk reductions afforded
by male circumcision have changed little over time in highprevalence settings and the protective effect of circumcision is, if
anything, stronger among high-risk men than among low-risk men
[5–6]. Studies were limited to those published in English or French
after 1986 and before June 2006. All computerized hits were
examined by one of two investigators (LC, BS or TD) to select
eligible abstracts. Two investigators read the articles independently
to examine if studies met the inclusion criteria, and then excluded
those of poor quality, those of inadequate size, and those that
included non-pertinent populations. No efforts were made to
include unpublished studies or conference abstracts because of
their inadequate details. Inclusion criteria were based on whether
the study provided sufficient information on demographic
characteristics such as country, rural or urban location, characteristics of the population, study design variables, such as clear
definitions of sexual risk factors, methods of diagnosing STI (as
self-reported or clinical examination), number of cases and
controls, and crude risk and adjusted risk estimates with 95%
confidence interval (95% CI). Details of each study [11–113] were
entered into a database by one investigator with a 100% re-check.
A quality assessment was carried out using a standard operating
procedure [6]. This procedure assessed misclassification of
exposures, outcomes, and confounders (age, residence, religion,
education, marital status, sexual behavior, condom use, any STI,
male’s circumcision status), as well as representativeness of samples
(high-risk groups, general population or other).

Stratification by time and background HIV
prevalence
Studies were stratified by year, as defined by the midpoint of the
study period. If study year was unavailable we used the year prior
to publication. We assigned background rates of HIV prevalence
based on UNAIDS data [1] for the study year or the year closest to
it, stratified by urban or rural status (defined by the location of the
study or the residence status for the majority of the study
participants). Studies were then grouped into ‘‘lower’’ (, = 20%)
or ‘‘higher’’ (.20%) background prevalence, based on the
medians observed (use of a cut-off of 10% prevalence gave very
similar results, results not shown).

Statistical methods
We calculated the crude odds ratios (OR) to estimate the strength
of risk factors for HIV-1 infection for each study. Due to the
apparent high heterogeneity among the studies, ORs were
calculated using the random effects method of DerSimonian &
Laird [115]. Heterogeneity was tested by chi-square. Tests for
trend used the method of weighted regression [116] and tests for
differences in summary ORs used the Tarone method [117].
Begg’s test [118] was used to detect publication bias. All statistical
analyses were done in STATA, version 8.0.

RESULTS
Our computerized search generated 1,204 hits, which after a single
reading by one of two investigators (LC, BS or TD) yielded 550
abstracts. Independent reading by two investigators yielded 110
papers [11–113] meeting these criteria. Of these 110 papers,
a further 36 [78–113] were excluded for various reasons, such as
non-pertinent partnerships (discordant couples [110–112] or other
irrelevant partnerships [50,82,109]). To avoid unstable estimates
and minimize publication bias, 8 studies that provided less than 60
people overall or less than 20 cases or controls were excluded: five
of paid sex: [106–110]; five of STI [84,108–111]; and one of HSV2 [50]. In total 68 studies (from 67 papers) from 18 countries with
a total population of 17,000 HIV positive adults and 73,000
controls were included: 62 studies used cross-sectional or casecontrol design and 6 used longitudinal designs. Table S1 provides
the characteristics of the studies, including sample size, year, study
design, and by source of controls (general population or high-risk).

Case and controls
Cases were defined as HIV seropositive participants, and controls
as all non-infected participants drawn from the same populations
as cases (irrespective of study design). Testing protocols varied
among studies but generally followed WHO’s recommendations of
two positive ELISA tests [114].

Exposures
Number of sex partners was grouped on the basis of lifetime
partners or, if unavailable, on the basis of partners during the
previous 5 or more years, as: low (2 or more versus 0–1); high (3 or
more versus 0–2); or higher (4 or 5 or higher versus 0–2). Paid sex
for women was defined as having ever been a FSW, and for men
as having ever been a client of a FSW. STI history was defined as
a clinical history of chancroid, herpes, syphilis, genital warts,
chlamydia, gonorrhea or trichomoniasis confirmed by laboratory
testing or clinical examination. HSV-2 infection was based on
antibody assay or by clinical examination.
Studies were stratified by the expected risk of their target
populations (classified as either high-risk or general) sexual
behavior and lifestyle. High-risk population studies mainly
included truck drivers, FSWs, hotel and bar workers and STI
clinics attendees. General populations included pregnant women,
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

Risk factors among the general population
Figure 1 summarizes our key findings from general population
studies, totaling 14,000 cases and 65,000 controls. There was
a clear relationship with the number of lifetime sex partners in
women and men. For example 61% of HIV positive women
reported 2 or more sexual partners versus only 41% of uninfected
control women (OR = 3.05 (95%CI [hereafter in square parentheses; [2.52–3.71]). Odds ratios increased with (higher) number of
reported partners: about 33% of HIV positive women and 18% of
uninfected controls reported 3 or more partners (OR = 3.64,
[2.87–4.62]), while 22% of cases and 13% of controls reported 4
or more partners (OR = 4.63, [2.37–9.01]. This increase in ORs
was not statistically significant (test for trend = 0.09). Similarly
2
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Figure 1. Summary odds ratios of risk factors for HIV among the general population for women and men. Notes: * n/N represents the number of
HIV-positive individuals with exposure to the risk factor over the total number of HIV-positive individuals. { n/N represents the number of HIVnegative individuals with exposure to the risk factor over total number of HIV-negative individuals. The size of the square is proportional to the size of
the total population
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001001.g001

(as a proxy for background prevalence). While the analyses used
a 20% prevalence to delineate the comparison groups, the actual
mean background prevalence varied as shown. For women, there
were no significant differences in risk of HIV infection with 3 or
more sex partners versus 0–2 between lower (OR = 3.65) and
higher (OR = 3.63) background HIV prevalence. Similarly, there
were few differences in risk of HIV with STI history between lower
(OR = 2.35) and higher (OR = 2.41) background HIV prevalence.
Finally, there was no major difference in risk of HIV with HSV-2
infection between lower (OR = 4.27) and higher (OR = 5.97)
background HIV prevalence, although the comparisons are
limited because only two heterogeneous studies were included in
higher prevalence settings.
Sexual risk factors in men showed greater differences in risk
between levels of background prevalence than in women, although
these differences by area were also not statistically significant. For
example, the risk for HIV infection with more than 3 sex partners
versus 0–2 was smaller in the lower HIV prevalence areas
(OR = 2.68) than in the higher prevalence areas (OR = 3.79).
Similarly, a history of STI showed smaller risk in the lower HIV
prevalence areas (OR = 2.44) than in the higher prevalence areas
(OR = 3.50). In contrast, HSV-2 history was associated with larger
risk (OR = 7.60) in the lower HIV prevalence areas than in the
higher prevalence areas (OR = 6.34).
There were no differences in individual HIV risk by background
prevalence for being a FSW or being a male client of a FSW.

elevated risks were seen for men with higher number of partners:
men reporting 3 or more partners versus 0–2 had an OR of 3.15
[2.08–4.78]) and men with 4 or 5 partners further increased their
risk (although not-significantly; test for trend = 0.11). About 7% of
infected women reported ever having been paid for sex versus 3%
of control women (OR = 2.29, [1.45–3.62]). About 31% of HIV
infected men reported ever having sex with a FSW, as against 18%
of control men (OR = 1.75, [1.30–2.36]). HSV-2 was the STI most
strongly associated with HIV in women (OR = 4.62, [2.85–7.47])
and in men (OR = 6.97, [4.68–10.38]). Lower risks were seen for
any history of STIs among men and women.

Variation in risk over time
Figure 2 and 3 provide the specific studies in chronological order
for four exposures among the general population: 3 or more sex
partners versus 0–2, being an FSW or a male FSW client, STI
history, and HSV-2 infection. There were no differences between
early and late time periods in the strength of the association
between all these exposures and HIV and all tests for time trend
were non-significant.

Variation in risks by background prevalence of HIV
Figure 4, 5 and 6 provide results for studies documenting 3 or
more sex partners versus 0–2, history of STI, and HSV-2
infection, grouped by lower and higher antenatal clinic prevalence
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 2. Studies of HIV and selected risk factors in Africa. Notes: * n/N represents the number of HIV-positive individuals with exposure to the risk
factor over the total number of HIV-positive individuals. { n/N represents the number of HIV-negative individuals with exposure to the risk factor over
the total number of HIV-negative individuals. { Heterogeneity is tested by chi-square (p,0.05 indicates a significant heterogeneity). I-squared reflects
the variation in summary OR attributable to heterogeneity among studies. ** Weighted linear regression method is used to test the linear trend of
ORs by the study year (p,0.05 indicates a significant trend). Each risk factor is listed by order of the study year. The size of the square is proportional
to the weight of the respective OR. Different scales are used for HSV-2 studies
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001001.g002
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 3. Studies of HIV and selected risk factors in Africa. Notes: * n/N represents the number of HIV-positive individuals with exposure to the risk
factor over the total number of HIV-positive individuals. { n/N represents the number of HIV-negative individuals with exposure to the risk factor over
the total number of HIV-negative individuals. { Heterogeneity is tested by chi-square (p,0.05 indicates a significant heterogeneity). I-squared reflects
the variation in summary OR attributable to heterogeneity among studies. ** Weighted linear regression method is used to test the linear trend of
ORs by the study year (p,0.05 indicates a significant trend). Each risk factor is listed by order of the study year. The size of the square is proportional
to the weight of the respective OR. Different scales are used for HSV-2 studies
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001001.g003
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Figure 4. Sex partners (3+ vs. 0–2) by lower and higher background HIV prevalence. Notes: * Heterogeneity is tested by chi-square (p,0.05
indicates a significant heterogeneity). The size of the square is proportional to the weight of the respective OR. Different scales are used for HSV-2
studies
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001001.g004

Similarly, there were little differences in any of the risk categories
for number of partners, being a FSW or her client, HSV-2 history
or STI history by background rates of male circumcision (data not
shown). Stratification by the Eastern and Southern African
countries versus others also showed little difference in risk (results
not shown).

Male-female prevalence ratios of risk factors among
control populations
Figure 7 presents the male-female ratio of the prevalence of
selected risk factors (three or more sex partners versus 0–2
partners, paid sex, STI and HSV-2 history); stratified by lower or
higher background prevalence of HIV. Interestingly, male-female
prevalence ratios for 3 or more partners or history of paid sex were
more extreme in higher prevalence settings than in lower
prevalence settings. History of STI was more common among
men, but the male-female prevalence ratio was larger in lower
HIV prevalence settings. History of HSV-2 was more commonly
reported among women than men, with a larger gap in lower
background HIV prevalence areas.

Comparison of high-risk and general populations
Table 1 provides a comparison of the summary ORs for various
exposures by gender for both general and high-risk populations.
All exposures were more prevalent among high-risk group controls
than among general population controls, although these differences were not statistically significant. For example, 35% of highrisk group control women reported selling sex in contrast to only
3% among general population female controls. The OR for the
association between HIV and paid sex was smaller in the general
population than in the high-risk populations. For women, risks
from HSV-2 were similar in general and high-risk populations, but
there were too few studies to compare STI risk reliably. For men,
there were no differences in HIV risk for being a client of a FSW
between general and high-risk populations, but risks of HSV-2 or
STI were larger in the general population than in the high-risk
population.
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

Publication bias, heterogeneity and confounding
Funnel plots of the effects and the Egger rank correlation test did
not show evidence of publication bias (Figure 8). There was no
evidence suggesting that smaller studies with a larger standard
error were more likely to report a positive association. Significant
heterogeneity was found among studies in most of the risk factors.
However, this heterogeneity fell when studies were stratified by
population (general or high-risk), or by background HIV
6
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Figure 5. History of STI by lower and higher background HIV prevalence. Notes: * Heterogeneity is tested by chi-square (p,0.05 indicates
a significant heterogeneity). The size of the square is proportional to the weight of the respective OR. Different scales are used for HSV-2 studies
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001001.g005

women (Table 1). Indeed, the prevalence of multi-partner sex
among control women is larger than that that reported by women
in general population surveys [119], suggesting that the control
populations enrolled here were somewhat selected for higher risk.
This would suggest that the true contribution of a high number of
sexual partners to HIV risk might be greater than implied by the
estimates shown here. Women tend to under-report ever having
sold sex, and men may under-report paying for it [120]. Such
misclassification would lead to our observed risks underestimating
true risks. Finally, although we calculated crude risks, significant
excess risks, especially for HSV-2, persisted in a sub-set of studies
that adjusted for potentially confounding variables (Table 2).

prevalence. Table 2 summarizes results for the 26 studies that
adjusted for various possible confounding factors (as shown in
Table S1). The adjusted odds ratios for most risk factors were
similar to crude odds ratios, including a markedly higher excess
risk of HIV infection from HSV-2 infection in males and females.
Similarly, heterogeneity among individual studies was similar for
the adjusted and crude odds ratios.

DISCUSSION
Key risk factors
This meta-analysis confirms that the key sexual risk factors for
HIV infection in sub-Saharan African are a high number of
lifetime sexual partners, engaging in paid sex, and having an STImost notably HSV-2. We observed an approximately linear
relationship between number of partners and HIV risk for both
men and women. Indeed, one study [95] of male truck drivers
found that risk was continuously increasing with numbers of sex
partners even within the extreme ‘tail’’ of sexual behavior, with an
OR of 4.0 in men reporting 10 or more partners (versus 1–9).
Among HIV uninfected controls, the proportion of men reporting
3 or more sex partners (versus 0–2) was 40% vs. 18% among
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

Consistency of sexual risk factors in advanced and
early HIV epidemics
The key sexual risk factors appear to have changed little in
magnitude during the last two decades. Indeed, stratification by
advanced and newer (more recent) HIV epidemics (or by Eastern
and Southern Africa versus other countries) show that most of the
key risk factors are, if anything, more important in high prevalence
settings (HSV-2 in men being the exception). It is perhaps
7
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Figure 6. HSV-2by lower and higher background HIV prevalence. Notes: * Heterogeneity is tested by chi-square (p,0.05 indicates a significant
heterogeneity). The size of the square is proportional to the weight of the respective OR. Different scales are used for HSV-2 studies
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001001.g006

Table 1. Summary ORs for general population and high-risk groups
..................................................................................................................................................
Risk Factor and Gender

General Population

Women

No. of
Exposure prev.
Studies in cases*

Exposure prev.
in controls{

Summary OR
(95% CI)

No. of
Exposure prev.
Studies in cases*

Exposure prev.
in controls{

Summary OR
(95% CI)

Sex Partners:
3+ vs 0–2

12

33%

18%

3?64 [2?87–4?62]

1

42%

26%

2?04 [1?48–2?83]

Paid sex

9

7%

3%

2?29 [1?45–3?62]

6

50%

35%

2?42 [1?31–4?45]

STI

13

29%

12%

2?39 [2?01–2?84]

2

42%

48%

1?05 [0?68–1?63]

HSV-2

9

56%

30%

4?62 [2?85–7?47]

7

87%

56%

3?69 [2?56–5?33]

Sex Partners:
3+ vs 0-2

6

65%

40%

3?15 [2?08–4?78]

.

.

.

?

Paid sex

10

32%

18%

1?75 [1?30–2?36]

7

77%

69%

2?12 [1?43–3?15]

STI

8

55%

25%

3?05 [2?22–4?20]

2

73%

57%

2?22 [0?95–5?16]

HSV-2

7

60%

13%

6?97 [4?68–10?38]

2

62%

37%

2?75 [2?13–3?54]

Men

High-risk Groups

*

exposure prevalence in cases equals the number of HIV-positive individuals with exposure to the risk factor over the total number of HIV-positive individuals;
{ exposure prevalence in controls equals the number of HIV-negative individuals with exposure to the risk factor over the total number of HIV-negative individuals.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001001.t001

PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 7. Male-female prevalence ratios for sexual risk factors among HIV-negative general populations, by lower and higher background HIV
prevalence. Notes: * Prevalence ratio equals the rate of exposure among HIV-negative men over that of HIV-negative women.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001001.g007

counterintuitive that the strength of the association between sexual
risk factors and HIV infection depends so little on background
HIV prevalence or on time since the introduction of HIV
infection. After all, when a high percentage of sex partners is HIV
infected (and given that HIV is not highly transmissible per single
sex act), one might expect otherwise. Four observations may help
put these results into perspective.
First, male-female differences in multi-partner sex and paid sex
were more extreme in higher prevalence than in lower prevalence
settings (Figure 7). This is consistent with the idea that male sexual
behavior (most significantly from paid sex) is important even in
advanced epidemics. An earlier review [119] suggests that
discrepancies between male and female reported partners in
Africa arise, in part, from age mixing (i.e. older men having sex
with younger women). If so, age mixing as a determinant of HIV
transmission might be more extreme in higher prevalence settings
than in lower prevalence settings, and deserves further study.
Second, the consistency of sexual risk factors for HIV over time,
by advanced and early HIV epidemics, and the marked male-female
differences among control groups emphasizes the importance of
high-risk sexual behavior in transmission. HIV prevalence among
FSWs in this study was much larger (28%) than among women with
no history of paid sex (17%). The prevalence of HIV was 35% for
men who reported sex with FSWs versus 21% for those who did not
(data not shown). Small studies in Benin [121] and Ghana [122] find
that even two decades after HIV was first introduced, most new
infections in men are acquired from FSWs. Other findings suggest
that high-risk sex also accounts for much of transmission to
apparently low-risk women. UNAIDS [123] cites studies that found
that nearly two-thirds of women in urban Zimbabwe, Durban and
Soweto in South Africa reported only one lifetime partner and nearly
four-fifths had abstained from sex until at least age 17 years. Yet
40% of women in these settings are HIV-positive. The most plausible
explanation appears to be high-risk sexual behavior of their regular
male partners, although sexual risk taking by male partners of lowrisk women has been poorly studied.
Third, even when background HIV prevalence is high,
a disproportionate proportion of transmission might be caused
by a much smaller group of ‘‘super-spreaders’’, i.e. highly
infectious people with a high viral load and a high rate of partner
change. Such heterogeneity in transmissibility is due to various
factors, such as elevated genital tract HIV virus levels (thus raising
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org

transmissibility) during acute HIV infection [3,7], and co-infection
with other STIs, which increase genital tract HIV levels up to 10-fold
[3]. In turn, an individual’s probability of having sex with such
a super-spreader would be determined by his/her own sexual
behavior (or by their regular partner’s behavior), more specifically by
his/her rate of acquisition of new, notably high risk, sex partners.
There is no plausible reason to assume that the biological features of
super-spreaders or the crude correlates of an individual’s probability
of contacting such a super spreader (i.e. paid sex, multi-partner sex
and STIs) would be relevant only in newer HIV epidemics. Indeed
the higher mortality among these super-spreaders (due in perhaps to
co-infections with tuberculosis and other factors) is one explanation
for Uganda’s remarkable decline in HIV prevalence in the general
population from 1990 to 2003 [124].
Lastly, co-infections with other STIs have a role in facilitating
transmission. We noted exceptionally high risks for HIV infection
associated with HSV-2 infection among women and men, but this
may reflect reverse causality, as HIV may facilitate diagnosis of
HSV-2 by aggravating its clinical symptoms [4]. Nevertheless,
a prospective study of sex workers in Kenya [125] suggested that
prior HSV-2 is a key risk factor for acquiring HIV, arguing against
such reverse causality. Other co-infections or agents have not been
well explored in HIV epidemiology.

Limitations of the study
The limitations of meta-analyses of observational studies in general
[126] also apply here. The majority of studies were cross-sectional,
i.e. exposures and HIV status had been determined at the same
time. Also we were limited in our choice of risk factors. For
instance, we could not explore concurrency, volume of sexual
contacts, or duration of selling or buying sex, all of which might be
highly relevant in HIV chains of transmission [7]. However, crude
determinants, such as lifetime number of partners, are likely to be
strongly correlated with these more refined measures. Misclassification of exposures such as sex partners, paid sex and STI may
be present in all studies based on self-reported risk factors.
Fortunately, bias for HSV-2 is unlikely as it was based on clinical
examination, perhaps contributing to its strength as a risk factor
for HIV infection. Misclassification of the outcome, i.e. HIV status
is unlikely as nearly all studies performed two ELISA tests. Studies
from Africa are under-reported in medical publication databases
9
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Figure 8. Begg’s funnel plots with 95% CI for publication bias by risk factors (p,0.05 indicates a significant bias).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001001.g008
PLoS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Implications

Table 2. Adjusted summary ORs for studies of the general
population
......................................................................
No. of studies

Adjusted summary
OR (95% CI)

Sex Partners:
3+ vs 0–2

.

.

Paid sex

2

0.70 [0.32–1.54]

STI

4

1.29 [0.92–1.80]

HSV-2

6

3.69 [2.78–4.89]

Sex Partners:
3+ vs 0–2

.

.

Paid sex

3

1.66 [1.31–2.12]

STI

3

1.84 [1.33–2.56]

HSV-2

5

4.96 [3.52–6.98]

Risk Factor and Gender
Women

Our study results have four key implications. First, there is an
urgent need to establish standardized epidemiological studies that
can reliably quantify individual differences in risk, understand the
chain of HIV transmission, and track changes in both over time
(including in response to control programs). Our search strategy
identified marked variation in study quality- implying that
standardized studies in different populations are required. For
example, studies could assess if infected individuals were one, two
or several contacts away from a putatively infected vulnerable
group contact, and to what degree co-factors of transmission such
as STIs are important. Such studies are particularly important to
explore possible reasons for the rapid-and largely unexplainedgrowth of HIV in the general population in Eastern and Southern
Africa. Second, there is a need for a careful re-examination of the
UNAIDS definition of ‘generalized’ epidemic. If the key sexual risk
factors in advanced epidemics are similar to those in newer (recent)
ones, then this concept is relevant only as a convenient
classification of HIV prevalence levels, but otherwise lacks any
relevance with respect to underlying epidemiological processes.
Third, the study appears to contradict the WHO/UNAIDS expert
group recommendations [130] that the population impact of STI
treatment on HIV incidence is likely to be smaller in advanced
HIV epidemics where rates of curable STIs are either declining or
low. Fourth, and most importantly, our results suggest that the
preventative programs in much of Africa should focus on
interventions among vulnerable groups irrespective of the
population levels of infection [7–8].

Men

Note: adjusted summary OR were calculated using fixed effects method of
inverse variance [115].
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001001.t002

[127–28], although our statistical tests for missing publications did
not suggest this biased our conclusions.
Our primary objective was to look at trends in risks and differences
between high and low prevalence. While it is well recognized that the
above discussed biases, as well as individual study quality, may have
a large impact on summary odds ratios in meta analyses [6], these
flaws are less likely to bias trends in odds ratios rather than summary
odds ratios themselves. There is no reason to believe that study
quality changed over time in ways that might invalidate our
conclusions. Certainly, the underlying heterogeneity of risks from
each study, while wholly expected, reduces the confidence in the
validity of some of our summary estimates of risk. Yet, this
heterogeneity should not differ over time or between settings with
lower and higher background HIV prevalence. Similarly, some of
this heterogeneity may reflect lack of adjustment for relevant
confounders. Regrettably, adjustment for potential confounding
factors is not straightforward in STI epidemiology, given that various
causal pathways are possible [129] and most studies did not record,
or adjust for, all potential confounders. Where such adjustment was
done, it did not appear to change our overall results, which would
seem logical given that these confounders would also not be expected
to vary differ over time or between settings with lower and higher
background HIV prevalence. Indeed, for the 11 HSV-2 studies that
permitted adjustment, the (lack of) trends in adjusted risks were
similar to those in crude risks (results not shown).

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Table S1

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0001001.s001 (0.08 MB
XLS)
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